Dear Morningstar Shareholders,
Last year marked two significant personal milestones: I celebrated my 20th anniversary at
Morningstar and became CEO. I joined our firm in 1997 as a data analyst. Back then,
we collected data over the phone and through the fax machine, and we distributed our
portfolio analysis software—Morningstar Principia®—via CD-ROM (trust me, it was cuttingedge). I doubt that all those CDs we sold, laid end to end, would even come close to the
miles I logged walking (sometimes sprinting) the halls of Morningstar, learning the business
inside and out over the past two decades. From CDs to the cloud, I’ve been privileged
to participate in this special company’s development. We have an impactful mission, and I’m
looking forward to sharing our future successes with you as we head into our next stage
of innovation and growth.
In spring 2006, our chairman, Joe Mansueto, wrote his first shareholder letter, pledging to
always provide a candid assessment of the business you own alongside us. In my first
letter to you as CEO of Morningstar, I plan to keep that tradition going. I intend to make you a
proud long-term partner in our business, and I’m thankful for your support and trust.
Joe and I feel good about our CEO transition and take special pride in the lack of drama
surrounding it. Joe’s support and encouragement have allowed me and our executive team to
focus on adding to our talented leadership team, double down on our data and research
“engine,” continue to build a world-class investment management organization, and identify
the next set of investor advocacy issues that we’re passionate about. We’re focused on
making the appropriate investments to drive our business forward in a rapidly changing,
digitally driven financial services landscape. The proliferation of artificial intelligence and Big
Data has led to incredible efficiencies and opportunities within global financial markets;
however, in other ways, indiscriminate use of technology can also contribute to unexpected
financial outcomes and bad investment advice. Individual investors, financial advisors,
and asset managers alike struggle in an environment of information overload. We’re helping
them make sense of it all so that investors can experience the outcomes they deserve.
Investors are sometimes surprised when we refer to ourselves as a “fintech” company
because Morningstar’s brand is often (rightfully) associated with independent investment
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research. That said, we’ve always considered ourselves to be one of the original fintech
firms. Leveraging technology and design to find new ways to solve complex financial
problems has been our core competency since the day Joe bought a newfangled personal
computer to crunch mutual fund data in his Lincoln Park, Chicago apartment over
30 years ago. It’s an important part of my job to constantly seek fresh perspectives and
challenge the status quo in an evolving fintech landscape, while at the same time protecting
the elements of our culture that make Morningstar, Morningstar.
Our Business

We continue to favor three straightforward financial metrics to assess the health of
our business: revenue, operating income, and free cash flow. We’re lucky that our business
has inherently good operating leverage. Once we make a fixed-cost investment, it costs
very little to drive incremental sales. As long as revenue grows faster than operating
expenses, we’ll be in a good place to keep generating the healthy profits and cash flows that
give us the financial flexibility to invest in our business and ultimately support longer-term
shareholder value.
We didn’t quite deliver on this goal in 2017, and there were some good reasons for it. Chief
among them is that we saw opportunities to scale quickly, and we got behind them
meaningfully. For instance, as our clients’ regulatory needs increased, we put more resources
to work on building MiFID II solutions for advisors in Europe and best-interest solutions
designed to help U.S. advisors act as fiduciaries for their clients. And in our first year
of owning PitchBook, which provides data and technology covering the venture capital and
private equity space, we invested aggressively to seize the sizable growth opportunities it
presents. Meanwhile, in our investment management unit, we laid the groundwork to launch
mutual funds in the United States in 2018 as we looked to reduce costs to investors
in Morningstar® Managed PortfoliosSM by more than 20% and redesigned and rebuilt
the platform we use to interact with advisors who use this service. Our retirement manager
platform got an upgrade, too, and we have high expectations for it in the years ahead.
You can expect that we’ll begin harvesting these and other investments in 2018.
It’s important, though, to recognize that we are focused on building long-term value and that
we’ll trade short-term results for an even more positive long-term outcome when the
appropriate opportunities present themselves.
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2017 Financial
Highlights

Revenue growth was stellar in 2017. We increased our revenue 14.2% to $911.7 million for
the year, aided in part by the PitchBook acquisition. I’m thrilled that all of our key areas
of investment drove this growth, resulting in a year when we exceeded our sales targets to
achieve organic revenue growth of 7.6%. As a cohort, our key investment areas outside
of PitchBook—Morningstar® Data, Morningstar DirectSM, Workplace Solutions, Morningstar®
Managed PortfoliosSM, and Morningstar Credit Ratings—produced organic revenue
growth of 11.7% in 2017.
We did fall short on operating income growth. On a reported basis, our operating income
declined 6.0% to $169.8 million in 2017; however, in addition to the higher levels of
investments for scale I discussed earlier, our reported results included three special items
that increased the complexity of our financials and masked otherwise solid underlying
performance. For example, in the fourth quarter, we recorded a $4.1 million impairment
charge related to the write-down of third-party software licenses that we will no longer need
as we migrate our infrastructure to the cloud.
Operating income growth was also impacted by higher commission expenses as sales
growth accelerated in the fourth quarter. Kudos to our chief revenue officer, Danny Dunn,
who joined Morningstar in late 2016 from IBM, for making an instant impact. Danny brought
a renewed focus and rigor to our sales processes, which has raised my confidence
in our ability to execute as we morph into a much larger organization. Even though he’s a
seasoned sales pro, Danny wins my rookie of the year award at Morningstar.
Back to the numbers, as I’ve saved the best for last. Free cash flow increased almost
22% to $183.5 million in 2017 on higher cash provided by operating activities. We’re
fortunate that growing our business does not require heavy levels of capital investment, and
historically, we’ve managed to drive healthy levels of incremental cash flow on every
dollar of fixed-cost investment. Happily, this year was no exception. In addition to driving our
intrinsic valuation, strong free cash flow gives us the financial flexibility to either reinvest
into the business or return cash to shareholders. In 2017, we chose to pay down
$70 million of debt incurred for the PitchBook acquisition, we distributed $39.3 million in
dividends, and repurchased $41.9 million of our own shares. In December, we were pleased
to announce an 8.7% increase to our quarterly dividend and a new $500 million share
repurchase program.
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Strategy

In my view, Morningstar’s strategy should answer two very important questions: What are
our core competencies and how can we leverage them to improve investor outcomes
and create shareholder value? To illustrate, we’ve long recognized that our data and
proprietary research set us apart, and in a world where everyone wants to be like Amazon,
I think often about where we can maximize our scale. It is critical that we support and invest
in our data and research engine, which produces the insights our clients use to make
informed investment decisions. This is where we’ve built scale in our business. For example,
in 2017, we covered over 580,000 public investment vehicles, including about 228,000
open-end mutual funds, almost 15,000 exchange-traded products, and over 40,000 stocks.
And with PitchBook, we have coverage of close to 900,000 private companies.
Keeping our data and research engine humming is Haywood Kelly’s task, and he’s a busy
man. In addition to overseeing our global equity and manager research operations,
he’s also responsible for executing our growth strategy in Morningstar Credit Ratings, which
is one of our key investment areas. One of the most intellectually curious people you’re
likely to meet, Haywood does a terrific job ensuring that we’re expanding our moat
every year. He has an eye for talent and continues to nurture and promote some of our
highest potential future leaders from within his organization. As a shareholder, you have a
lot riding on Haywood’s efforts.
We monetize our data and research in two main ways. We offer access to our insights
through decision support tools for clients who perform their own investment research.
Typically, these are sold via subscriptions or licenses, which set up the recurring revenue
streams that contribute to our operating leverage. Each year, we add value to these
tools by delivering even more data, research, and functionality to our clients. For example, in
2017, we ramped up database investments in equity fundamentals, fixed-income, and
alternatives. We also partnered with Sustainalytics to expand our new environmental, social,
and governance, or ESG, ratings. Assets in ESG-linked investments are climbing worldwide,
so we’re investing in developing solutions that can help investors analyze their holdings
through these lenses. I have a personal interest in ESG, too, and believe it will help create
a new generation of young investors.
We’ve also been building up a strong quantitative research team that’s behind some recent
innovations, such as our global risk model, which allows clients to run scenario analyses.
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We include this new functionality in Morningstar Direct, so users can perform more of
their work within a single software engine. This team has also been tasked with innovating
and evolving our ratings methodology, as we strive to move to forward-looking ratings across
the board in the years ahead. For example, we recently launched the Morningstar
Quantitative RatingTM for funds, which uses a machine-learning model to rate more than
10,000 funds representing more than 30,000 share classes in the United States.
We’re focused on ensuring that we maximize the value of the intellectual property we
create by reimagining the interaction experiences investors have with our data and
introducing new methods of data visualization. We’ve long prided ourselves on our ability to
take complex financial concepts and break them down for investors in an easily digestible
manner. You’ll see us doing more of that with ESG and the risk model this year under the
leadership of David Williams, our chief design officer. We’re experimenting with some
terrific new ways to display and interact with data in our software, for instance. David is a
perfectionist and pushes all of us to deliver the best products possible. His ability to
view things from the lens of the investor ensures that we aren’t just spitting out rows and
rows of data devoid of context or signature touches.
The second way we monetize our data and research is by providing solutions to those who
wish to outsource the investment management function. We typically collect basis points for
assets under management in such arrangements. The investors we serve through these
solutions are either users of our managed retirement accounts offering, or clients who use
our Morningstar Managed Portfolios via financial advisors. We expect that over the
next decade, a greater percentage of our overall revenue will be tied to fees associated with
the assets we manage across our business.
In recent years, we’ve intentionally shifted our focus away from customized investment
advisory to Morningstar-branded offerings, with the intent of leveraging our proprietary
research to better scale this business, while helping advisors achieve better investment outcomes for their clients. Managed Portfolios had a banner year, as strength in the
global financial markets combined with strong net inflows grew AUM by 31.8%. But some of
that success has been masked by our reduced focus on the customized investment
advisory business, which has seen declines. Managed Portfolios now accounts for an
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increasing percentage of Morningstar Investment Management’s AUM, and we expect that
this strategic choice will translate into stronger growth across the segment as a whole
going forward.
Shepherding this business is Daniel Needham, who serves as president and chief
investment officer of Morningstar Investment Management. Daniel deserves immense credit
for bringing focus and an institutional-caliber mindset to this business. He’s also a
terrific investor who’s always ready for a good investment debate. If you’re looking for a
place to park your clients’ money, we stack up well against the best and are only getting
stronger. Take a look at advisor.mp.morningstar.com and be sure to check out Daniel’s
thought-provoking investor letters.
Industry Trends

Three secular trends continue to grow in importance as we position our business for
the future. First is the digitization of investing tasks. As an industry, we’ve only scratched the
surface here, and the pressure on fees combined with clients’ rising demands for frictionless
interactions with their money is only going to up the ante.
The second trend, global regulation, is gathering steam. The adoption of MiFID II in Europe,
and the growing support for the adoption of best-interest solutions for advisors
in markets such as the U.S., highlight the rising importance of transparency in global
financial markets, especially in an era of information overload. Technology can either obscure
or illuminate investing worldwide, and we are continuously advocating for the latter. We
strongly believe that investors have a right to full transparency into their investments,
including how much they’re paying for them. Having an independent, transparent business
model, as we do, is just the solution that investors are demanding today.
Finally, the shift away from high-cost to low-cost investing is indeed the new normal. While
we’ve experienced some fee compression as a result of this trend, we believe it has
made investment managers more attentive to delivering value and the act of investing more
accessible and cost-effective, both of which are good things. Our research and investment
offerings reflect our continued belief that active and passive strategies each have a
place in investors’ portfolios.
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Key Investment
Areas

In light of these three big trends, we’ve identified six businesses that we believe are
uniquely positioned to thrive in this dynamic environment: Morningstar® Data, Morningstar
DirectSM, Workplace Solutions, Morningstar Managed Portfolios, Morningstar Credit Ratings,
and PitchBook. These are the areas we’re investing in and that we expect to deliver the lion’s
share of our growth over the next five years.
To do this, I’m relying on Tricia Rothschild, Morningstar’s chief product officer, to ensure that
we get things done while also fostering a culture of innovation, client-focused inspiration,
and continuous improvement. Tricia’s many years of experience at Morningstar have
translated into a keen intuition for what our clients want and need, and she’s among the core
group of people who have helped our business morph in response to market trends. Tricia
has always been a staunch supporter of the industry moving toward solutions that
take the best interest of clients into account. She’s a passionate believer in the value of
advice and helping financial advisors in our joint mission of serving the end investor. Look for
a number of our products to get a refresh under Tricia’s leadership in 2018.

PitchBook

We added PitchBook to our list of key investment areas in 2017, and I’m an unabashed fan
and believer in the growth potential of this business. While we always prefer organic growth
over acquisitions, we do purchase companies from time to time if it helps us add a
complementary capability or improve speed to market. That was the case with PitchBook, a
business I had gotten to know well while serving on its board. As more and more investors
look outside the public markets for opportunities, we think that owning PitchBook’s core data
set is a nice complement to our public equities database.
One year in, we’ve already achieved a significant milestone by integrating PitchBook’s
private company equity data with Morningstar’s public company equity research reports and
public company fundamentals data on the PitchBook platform. This is just the beginning
of a series of public equity data and research rollouts that we believe will propel PitchBook
toward becoming a premier provider of equity data solutions.
PitchBook embodies a culture that, in many ways, is simpatico with the rest of Morningstar.
PitchBook’s founder and leader, John Gabbert, has built an amazing firm, and it’s
been wonderful having John and his team within the Morningstar family. As a member
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of Morningstar’s executive leadership team, John’s been traveling between Seattle
and Chicago more than ever before, but he’s done it in a good-natured manner. I’m thrilled to
have John as a partner and Morningstar shareholder. Our intent is to continue running
PitchBook with relative independence, even as it leverages more of the great data
and research we have access to at Morningstar. If you aren’t a PitchBook subscriber, you’re
missing out.
Divestiture

In 2017, we decided to divest HelloWallet. We acquired it three years ago because of its
strong mission, cultural alignment, shared commitment to independence, and focus
on entrepreneurialism grounded in academic research. However, our theory that HelloWallet
could help us drive growth in our managed accounts business didn’t pan out. Although
financial wellness solutions resonated in retail banking, we determined that channel was off
focus for us. The silver lining is that we had several talented people join our team,
including Rob Pinkerton and Mitch Shue, our chief marketing officer and chief technology
officer, respectively.
Rob is incredibly forward-thinking and has elevated discussions around how our brand,
message, and impact is relevant to the investor of today. He’s also fast becoming
Danny Dunn’s best friend as we continue to plow ahead with overhauling our digital lead
generation process. This is a major area of focus for us in 2018, and we’re counting on
Rob and his team to deliver a significant lift.
On the technology side, Mitch has been successfully executing our transition to the cloud.
He’s invested significant personal time and energy in painting an exciting vision for
our technology future—one dominated by APIs, components, and the cloud. Mitch is ably
assisted by two stars—James Rhodes, our chief data officer, who will succeed Mitch
in the CTO role later this year, and Mike Allen, our chief information officer. We keep asking
more of this trio, and they respond by further raising the bar.

Leadership
Transitions

Almost four months to the day after I first interviewed him, in July 2017 we appointed Jason
Dubinsky as our new chief financial officer, and I’m thrilled to partner with him to lead
our business. Jason joined us from Walgreens Boots Alliance, where he served as senior
vice president and chief financial officer of planning and central operations. He had
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responsibility for Walgreens’ U.S.-based accounting and shared service functions, while also
leading financial planning and analysis for the global business. I knew from the moment
we first sat down together that his background and experience checked all the boxes. Aside
from his obvious proficiency, though, I wanted to be sure that he would be the right
cultural fit for Morningstar and that he could leverage his skill set in a manner that would
boost the whole organization. In fairness, he wanted to kick our tires, too. But never mind the
lengthy hiring process … I bet Jason is so happy that he started before the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act was signed into law. I’m confident that this added complexity to our 2017–18
financial reporting will make his first year with us memorable for all of the right reasons!
We also have a new director of investor relations, Barbara Noverini. Barbara joined Jason’s
team after having spent nearly seven years as a Morningstar equity analyst. She is
looking forward to meeting our shareholders, so please say hello at our Annual Investor Day,
which is Friday, May 18, at our offices in Chicago.
While we welcomed Jason to Morningstar in 2017, Cathy Odelbo, our head of strategy,
decided she would like to retire in 2018. Those of you who have followed us over the years
likely know Cathy well and understand what she has meant to Morningstar’s culture,
mission, and financial success over the years. Whether it’s providing unrelentingly candid
opinions as an analyst, building up our individual investor business, getting us into
equity research, or starting a strategy function at Morningstar, Cathy has been a champion
for investors broadly and created tremendous value for shareholders in the process. Her
impact at Morningstar is lasting and meaningful, and she remains a significant Morningstar
shareholder. We wouldn’t be who we are or where we are without Cathy.
With Cathy’s retirement imminent, we promoted Mike Holt to our head of strategy. Mike led
a large team of equity analysts as our global head of equity research, so I asked him
to select a small group who could provide our management team with frank assessments
of some of our business lines and the decisions we were making around them. He
was so good and it—and enjoyed it so much—that with Cathy’s departure it seemed natural
to have Mike step into the strategy role. As I hoped he would, Mike is already pushing
ahead and asking all the right (tough!) questions.
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Tax Reform

Speaking of tax reform … with the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act signed into law quite late in
the year, our finance team spent countless hours understanding how the change would affect
our company. Of course, there were the short-term implications. Our fourth-quarter and
full-year financial results contained a net one-time benefit of $10.6 million, which boosted
our net income per share by 25 cents for the fourth quarter and full year.
Going forward, we expect that there will be real cash benefits to us. Based on our current
level of taxable income in the U.S., we estimate that the change in the corporate tax rate will
result in approximately $15 million of incremental annual free cash flow. We’re currently
evaluating opportunities for deploying this excess cash flow in a manner that benefits all of
our stakeholders.

Culture
and Diversity

While it’s become fashionable for companies to talk about the importance of culture and
diversity, these important topics have been a natural part of our DNA from the beginning. We
strive to create an inclusive workplace that avoids groupthink, encourages debate, and
emphasizes both impact and mutual respect. To assess our efforts in this area, in 2017 we
began measuring the diversity of our workforce in traditional terms of gender, ethnicity,
and sexual orientation. We learned that while honoring our differences comes naturally to
Morningstar employees, the composition of our workforce doesn’t really look all that
different from our peers in the financial services and technology industries, where women
and minority groups have been historically underrepresented. In other words, we too have
room for improvement. To establish accountability for our diversity goals, we shared a
detailed census of our current state of diversity with all of our employees a few months ago
and asked everyone to get more involved in fostering an environment of equality. We also
recently began displaying diversity data on our corporate website, so our external
stakeholders can follow our progress in this area. In addition, I am so proud that Morningstar
was recently recognized by the Human Rights Campaign Foundation as a Best Place to
Work by achieving a top score of 100 on its 2018 Corporate Equality Index.
But we’re always striving to get better, and nobody is more focused on this goal than Bevin
Desmond, our head of talent and culture. In 2017, she pushed us to double down on
our use of data and analytics to guide decision-making around our organizational initiatives.
She’s also an unceasing advocate for her colleagues and led our efforts to roll out an equity
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From the beginning, culture
and diversity have
been a natural part of our DNA.
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ownership plan in response to employees’ desire to invest more in Morningstar. This
important initiative allows employees to become long-term owners of Morningstar stock
should they desire to, which we believe reinforces our ownership-oriented, entrepreneurial
culture. As shareholders, you should feel very good that Bevin is at the core of our
talent decisions, constantly challenging our organization to evolve and transform itself for
future success.
Rounding out our senior team is General Counsel Pat Maloney, who will tell you that one of
his primary reasons for joining Morningstar was our workplace culture. Pat has had an
immediate impact at Morningstar since his arrival a couple of years ago. Not only is he a
skilled practitioner in his field, but he’s also pragmatic and partners well with our
business leaders. An avid user of Morningstar products before his arrival here, he also has
no issue challenging our analysts and product leaders. Pat and his team were key ingredients
in our successful 2017, and we’ll be leaning on them more than ever with our coming
launch of mutual funds in the U.S. later this year.
Looking Ahead

We’re only now beginning to write Morningstar’s next chapter, and it’ll be a good one.
While the world is changing, it is coming around to where we’ve been for a long time.
We are advocates for the investor, believers in independence and transparency, embracers
of technology and design, and proponents of a patient, longer-term mindset. We take
seriously the trust investors worldwide have placed in our organization as they look to gain
financial freedom. That means that as their needs and wants change, so too will
Morningstar.
Thanks again for your partnership. I look forward to seeing you at our shareholder meeting
in Chicago on May 18.
Best regards,

Kunal Kapoor
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